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PsycINFO on Ovid Platform

Summary

Top 3 problems for the PsycINFO on Ovid Platform

This assessment covers portions of the PsycINFO on Ovid Platform. The assessment revealed moderate problems with screen reader compatibility, resulting in screen reader users rarely missing critical information needed to understand content and operate features.

1. **Contrast** – Some text is slightly low in contrast, which would potentially cause low vision users to either miss or have difficulty to perceive the affected content. Also, the focus indicator throughout the entire site frequently does not offer sufficient contrast to be clearly visible to low-vision users.

2. **Reflow** – The entire website does not properly reflow to a viewport that is 320px wide.

3. **Programmatic Labels** – The ‘search history’ function makes use of checkboxes without labels. This causes AT users to not be aware as to the purpose of these checkboxes.

Accessibility findings

Automated findings using Axe

Issues found through automated testing come from the Axe plugin, an open source accessibility testing tool that is available for Chrome, Firefox and Edge. Details here: [https://www.deque.com/products/axe/](https://www.deque.com/products/axe/).

1. **SC 1.3.1 A** – The ‘top-tab’ header element is semantically identified as a menubar but is missing required child elements.

2. **SC 1.4.3 AA** – The ‘See our privacy policy for more information’ content is low in contrast. Currently, the foreground and background colors provide a 3.6:1 contrast ratio, where a minimum 4.5:1 contrast ratio is expected.

Additional manual findings using NVDA screen reader

1. **SC 1.4.3 AA** – The ‘Accept’ button in the footer is low in contrast on hover and on focus. Currently, the foreground and background colors provide a 2.8:1 contrast ratio, where a minimum 4.5:1 contrast ratio is expected.

2. **SC 1.4.11 AA** – The focus indicator used throughout the site (foreground color #79B8F5) does not consistently provide sufficient contrast against various backgrounds. A contrast ratio of 3:1 is expected between focus indicator foreground and an adjacent background. For example: a background of #0077B7 results in a 2.3:1 contrast ratio, a background of #F1F1F1 results in 1.9:1 contrast ratio, a background of #FFFFFF results in 2.1:1 contrast ratio, a background of #757575 results in 2.2:1 contrast ratio, etc.

3. **SC 1.4.1 A** – The “Ovid Technologies, Inc.” link is only using color to visually distinguish itself as a link.

4. **SC 1.4.10 AA** – All page content does not reflow to fit in a viewport width of 320 CSS px wide when a viewport of that width is applied. A horizontal scroll bar becomes present.

5. **SC 2.5.3 A** – The ‘See our privacy policy for more information’ and ‘Accept’ elements in the cookie banner do not include their visible label in their programmatic name.
1. **OVID Search Form Initial Landing**

**Source:** http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=main&D=psyh

**Test case:** Test initial interface to ensure menus, search boxes, links, icons/images, etc. are accessible.

Automated findings using Axe

1. No Issues

Additional manual findings using NVDA screen reader

1. No Issues
2. OVID Search Form - Search Results

Source: https://ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com/ovid-b/ovidweb.cgi

Test case: From initial interface, enter an advanced (default) search in the "keyword" search for: “covid-19 wellness” and select “Search”. If prompted, select subject headings “coronavirus” and “mental health” using the “and” combinator.

Test the results page by: navigating the results, navigating to the next and previous pages, jump to a specific page, navigating to a search result and locating a link for finding a copy at the current institute (only works if credentials tied to an institute)

Test search results page features, including: Sort by newest publication, Filter by year (current year), by publication type (peer reviewed journal), by journal (Journal of Adolescent Health) and remove filter by journal (All Journals), Use “Cite” on a search result entry and copy APA citation

Automated findings using Axe
1. SC 4.1.1 A – There are several elements with IDs that are duplicated. Any elements that is assigned an ID must have a unique ID.
2. SC 1.3.1 A – In the ‘Search History’, the checkboxes for each search history entry are missing a programmatic label. Aria-label is used but it is empty.
3. SC 1.4.3 AA – The ‘Keep Selected’ link is low in contrast. Note: if the button is programmatically disabled then the minimum contrast requirement no longer applies.

Additional manual findings using NVDA screen reader
1. SC 2.4.4 A – There are several links that use similar link text but perform different actions. The programmatic link text does not indicate the unique purpose for the affected links. E.g. Cite, My Projects, Annotate, Abstract Reference, Complete Reference, etc.
2. SC 2.4.6 AA – There are several buttons that use similar button text but perform different actions. The programmatic button text does not indicate the unique purpose for the affected buttons. E.g. Abstract, Find Similar, Find Citing Articles
3. SC 3.3.2 A – The visible label for the ‘Range’ input field does not remain visible when a user focuses on the field and begins to enter data into the field.
4. **SC 4.1.3 AA** – The ‘COPIED’ status message is not automatically announced.

5. **SC 2.4.3 A** – A keyboard user is able to tab out of the ‘Cite’ modal.

6. **SC 1.3.1 A** – Some headings within the ‘Search Information’ section are not marked as headings.

7. **SC 1.1.1 A** – The up and down arrow characters representing ‘ascending’ and ‘descending’ in the Sort By field are not described.

8. **SC 4.1.2 A** – The currently selected filter option for all filters is not programmatically indicated.

9. **SC 4.1.2 A** – The filter expand/collapse sections are not semantically correct. The button has tabindex=-1, the button has no programmatic name/label, and there is an element nested in the button which is set to receive tab focus, has a programmatic name, with ARIA to indicate and expanded and collapsed state but has no role.
3. **OVID Complete Reference Page**

**Source:** https://ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com/ovid-b/ovidweb.cgi?&S=MACPFPFLEKELIMIPPJAFPEOFHAA00&Complete+Reference=S.sh.21%7c2%7c1&Counter5=SS_view_found_complete%7c2020-88073-001%7cpsyh%7cpsycdb%7cpsyc17&Counter5Data=2020-88073-001%7cpsyh%7cpsycdb%7cpsyc17

**Test case:** Select an individual result by clicking on one record from the search results page. Please test: Determine if the institute owns the item, Find the permanent URL (Digital Object Identifier, DOI), Back to search results

![Ovid search results](https://ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com/ovid-b/ovidweb.cgi?&S=MACPFPFLEKELIMIPPJAFPEOFHAA00&Complete+Reference=S.sh.21%7c2%7c1&Counter5=SS_view_found_complete%7c2020-88073-001%7cpsyh%7cpsycdb%7cpsyc17&Counter5Data=2020-88073-001%7cpsyh%7cpsycdb%7cpsyc17)

**Automated findings using Axe**

1. **SC 1.4.3 AA** – The ‘Keep Selected’ link is low in contrast. Note: if the button is programmatically disabled then the minimum contrast requirement no longer applies.

**Additional manual findings using NVDA screen reader**

1. **SC 2.4.2 A** – The page title (Ovid: Complete Reference) does not clearly indicate the main content / purpose of the page.

2. **SC 3.3.2 A** – The visible label for the ‘Go to result’ input field does not remain visible when a user focuses on the field and/or begins to enter data into the field.